Newsletter
Sustaining the natural integrity of Fraser Island together
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Welcome to the third and final edition of the
FINIA newsletter for 2015, keeping FINIA
members up to date with the current FINIA
projects.
Excitement is mounting for our Tenth
Anniversary event being held at Dilli Village
from 24–26 November, featuring field trips, a
workshop and commemorative Pandanus
planting. A huge vote of thanks to the
University of the Sunshine Coast who have
sponsored the catering for the event.
Any questions or comments? Email us at:
contactFINIA@gmail.com

Tiny Wasp Released to Save Fraser Island’s Pandanus
In an effort to rescue Fraser Island’s pandanus trees from the devastating effects of infestation by Jamella
leaf-hopper (Jamella australiae), 26 October saw the long-awaited release around Eurong of a tiny sandflysized predatory wasp (Aphanomerus sp.) that is expected to help to check Jamella numbers.

A dead pandanus tree, with a healthier plant behind it. It is these healthier
plants that the biocontrol method aims to save.

Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service
(QPWS) Principal Ranger Ross Belcher
reported that University of the Sunshine
Coast environmental science student Joel
Fostin, with QPWS, released ~500 captivebred wasps onto Jamella egg clusters at
Eurong, One Tree Rocks and Lake Wabby.
Subsequent releases are planned for
Dundubara, Waddy Point and Dilli Village.
Funding for this project comes from QPWS,
with support from the Fraser Coast Regional
Council, Fraser Island Defenders Organisation
(FIDO), the Fraser Island Alliance and other
stakeholders. All areas will be monitored for
rate of spread and the effectiveness of the
control.
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The Jamella leaf-hopper, native to north Queensland, was accidentally transported to southern Queensland
in the 1990s on infected plant material. In the north of the state, leaf-hopper numbers are controlled by
the Aphanomerus wasp, which exclusively lays its eggs in leaf-hopper egg rafts, where immature wasps eat
the developing Jamella. Released from predation, Jamella numbers skyrocketed, with devastating results
for the pandanus populations of southern Queensland, including Fraser Island.
Biocontrol of Jamella by introduction of the wasp has been effective in other parts of SE Queensland and
northern NSW, and QPWS has been applying to release the biocontrol wasp since 2011. The biocontrol
responds to the Jamella outbreak by slowing down in cooler months and increasing numbers in warmer
active months. The wasp has only 7–9 days to find a Jamella egg raft in which to lay its eggs.
The wasps released on Fraser Island were bred in sterile conditions by Joel Fostin from wasps collected
from the Sunshine Coast and were fed on Jamella egg rafts, collected from Fraser Island. Once established
at the release sites, the wasps can be relocated across the island. In combination with continued stem
injection pesticide treatment, it is strongly anticipated that this step could spell a return of the iconic Fraser
Island pandanus community to its former glory.
Adapted from QPWS Media Release

Prestigious Win for Indigenous Advisory Committee
In September, the Fraser Island World Heritage Area Indigenous Advisory Committee (FIWHA-IAC) was
awarded the prestigious Queensland Landcare Award for Indigenous Land Management for their
Recognising & Recording K'Gari's (Fraser Island) Cultural Heritage project.
The project was initiated by the Fraser
Island World Heritage Area Indigenous
Advisory Committee in 2012 and was
delivered by the Butchulla people and
Aboriginal Rangers of Fraser Island in
conjunction with Fauna & Flora
International Australia.
Through strong partnerships, the project
provided training to the Butchulla
community, leading to additional cultural
heritage sites being located, including the
highly significant Bogimbah Mission
gravesites on this World Heritage listed
Butchulla elder Lillian Burke is pictured on the RHS of the photo at the Awards
property. Following their training, the
ceremony held in Caloundra in September.
Aboriginal Rangers delivered their own
training to non-Indigenous Fraser Island Parks Rangers. The project has established closer ties between the
Aboriginal Ranger team and Butchulla elders, and broader engagement and stewardship by the Butchulla
community with forums, field trips and newsletters.
A highlight of the project was a two-day Youth Forum held on K'Gari with Butchulla elders, with several of
the participants now aspiring to be archaeologists as well as to take an active role in the protection of
cultural heritage in the future.
Butchulla elder, Indigenous Advisory Committee (and project Steering Committee) member, Lillian Burke
was at the awards ceremony (attended by the Premier of Queensland, Annastacia Palaszczuk) to accept the
award on behalf of the project team and participants. The group automatically qualify for the National
Landcare Awards to be held in Canberra in 2016.
FINIA send a huge vote of congratulations to all concerned and wish the Committee good luck for next
year’s Awards.
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Sand, Sea and Sun a Success!
On 12 August, more than 100 delegates attended the 6th Biennial Fraser Island Conference at the
University of the Sunshine Coast at Sippy Downs. It was the best attended Fraser Island (K’Gari) Conference
yet, and with the weather for the Conference being most pleasant, as was the venue and the catering, it
was also judged to have been the best Fraser Island Conference so far.
The Conference provided a wealth of
information about the world’s
greatest sand island and what is being
discovered to help it to be better
appreciated and better understood.
As the speakers made clear, the island
is much more than sand; it is affected
by and affects the marine
environment surrounding it. A
summary of the Conference, including
details of all speakers, can be found
on the FINIA blog.
The 7th Biennial Fraser Island
Conference is also ready in the works,
with the theme ‘Time, Tide and
For the Conference FIDO commissioned three banners that helped set the stage quite
Tourism’.
The plan is to hold the
literally.
Conference to coincide with the
Brisbane Exhibition holiday on Wednesday 16 August 2017; however, more information will be made
available closer to the date.
John Sinclair, AO

Engaging K’Gari’s Next Generation
For those of you that check the FINIA website regularly, you may have noticed not only articles from John
Sinclair, but the occasional children’s story as well.
Based around John’s experiences, the stories feature familiar landscapes, animals and even characters from
Fraser Island (K’Gari), usually with a family-friendly moral or environmental message to share.
So far, on the website, you can find:
• Stowaway Antics – the story of some suburban ants who hitch a ride to Fraser Island.
• Wilflie’s War on Weeds – where Wilfie takes on Fraser Island’s woody weeds in a valley to earn
money for his scout group.
• The Last Easter Cassia – where competitive mates Jacob and Herbie compete to find and remove
Eurong’s last Easter cassia.
And there are more to come! Keep your eyes open over the coming month for Happy Birthday Grandpa
(about monitoring on Fraser Island), Itty Bitty and Teeny Weeny (about the Jamella leafhopper and its
biocontrol agent – the Aphanomerus wasp) and Snow White – the K’Gari Bandicoot.
Submissions of children’s stories are always welcome, so if you have any stories that you would like to see
published, please send them through to our Editor and Social Media Coordinator, Kellyanne Martin.
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The Impact of Sandmining on Fraser Island’s Natural Integrity
The 10th anniversary of FINIA at Dilli Village is also a reminder that sandmining ended on Fraser Island only
39 years ago, after churning up about 200 hectares of dunes. The six-year long Queensland Titanium Mines
project was responsible for mining in the narrow coastal strip between North Spit and Dilli Village, an area
comprising half that of the total area mined. A further 100 hectares was mined by Dillinghams (after which
Dilli Village is named), within two kilometres of Dilli Village to the southwest. This much larger operation,
conducted in an area of taller forests and well-developed dunes, lasted one and a half years.
Having spent such a turbulent part of my life working to stop the sandmining, I was keen to take a recent
opportunity to see how accurate I was in my assessment made 40 years ago of the impact of mining. This
excursion, made on 27 October, was an interesting one, as it was the first time for a few years that I have
ventured into the areas previously mined by Dillinghams. The reason for my infrequent visits is that the
site is unattractive, off the beaten track and difficult to access and move around in, due to the number of
dead trees and scratchy branches.
My cursory inspection of this area, mined in January 1976, confirmed what I had predicted in the 1970s and
what I had previously observed since mining and rehabilitation ceased in 1978. I believe that it will take
hundreds if not thousands of years for this disturbed land to recover. First and foremost, the soil has to
develop a profile. Fraser Island (Kgari) is known for its remarkable podzolic soils, the profiles of which
develop in complexity over time, as do their corresponding plant communities. Dune System 1 (using Cliff
Thompson’s criteria) is characterised by no differentiated A and B horizons. No Eucalypts occur naturally on
these soils. Some Eucalypts, notably Scribbly Gums and Bloodwoods occur in Dune System 2, where
definite A and B horizons can be observed. The further development of these horizons corresponds to
increasingly large stands of trees. However, it is usually only on the more established and complex soils, in
Dune Systems 3 and 4, that one will find
Blackbutts (Eucalyptus pilularis).
Developing a soil profile in the mined area is
taking much longer than anticipated. This is
surprising because in sandblows the
transformation from Dune System 1 occurs
with relative speed. I can nominate a number
of areas that were sandblows less than 40
years ago, but where natural plant succession
now includes Eucalypts. However, on the
mined areas, the only Eucalypts occurring now
were hand planted, and other than wattles,
very few plants have volunteered. Of those
plant species that grew in this area before
mining, only a fraction are now evident, and of
these, all occur in much lower numbers (e.g.,
Phebalium). Wattles seem to dominate, but
almost all of the original wattles have
succumbed to age and the next generation is
much smaller and weaker. I remain amazed at
the lack of biodiversity on the mined site.
The most interesting observation I made
during my expedition regards the development
of the Blackbutt trials, established by the
Queensland Forestry Department back at the
end of 1975. This area adjoins the mined
area, but it was not mined. Before clearing to
establish the Blackbutt monoculture, this was

The experimental Blackbutt plantation, established by the Queensland
Forestry Department in 1975, 40 years later. The area lies adjacent to a
mined area, over the hill.
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a Dune System 2. Therefore, the development of the Blackbutt defies the rule that Blackbutt do not occur
except in Dune Systems 3 and 4. While I suspect that the facilitator of this surprising growth was the
application of fertilizer that accompanied the planting, it is nonetheless interesting that the establishment
of this Blackbutt monoculture challenges understandings of where Fraser Island (K’gari) plant communities
should occur.
Another notable feature of the former Dillingham mine site is the lack of any small understory plants. This
applies equally to the Blackbutt plantation. This is particularly noteworthy considering that almost any
other forested area on Fraser Island now has an uncomfortably thick understory. This could indicate
damage caused to the soils in these areas by sandmining, as well as the disruption of the seedbank, which
will affect the recovery of the site. It is fair to say that sandmining had an enormous impact on the integrity
of Fraser Island (K’gari)’s soils and plant communities, and that recovery will take significant time and care.
John Sinclair, AO

Shorebirds in Decline
In the last couple of months many of you may have noticed the increasing number of shorebirds on our
coastline as the birds return from their Siberian and Alaskan breeding grounds. But how many of you have
noticed that there are less than last year, and that they are declining year on year?
Australia's migratory shorebirds are true
athletes in the avian world. They spend
the Australian summer with us before
departing in April and May for their
marathon journey north. Most stop off
and feed along the Yellow Sea coast of
South Korea and China before their final
move to their breeding sites in northern
China, or further north in Siberia and
Alaska. They then return, some species
flying nonstop back to join us in Australia
the following summer.
We're fortunate to have two protected
shorebird areas in our region, Moreton
Bay and The Great Sandy Strait, which
ensures our shorebirds are protected
Another of our region’s remarkable shorebirds, the red-necked stint. Photo
while they're here. Unfortunately this isn't
taken just prior to release, after banding.
the case in the Yellow Sea, where land
reclamation, disturbance and reduced
sediment flow in rivers are all reducing the feeding areas for our migrating shorebirds. As a result many
species are declining rapidly.
Regular counts in Great Sandy show that the curlew sandpiper has declined by 46% since counting began
22 years ago, and big declines have also been recorded for other species, such as the eastern curlew. This
year, both of these species were raised to a status of "critically endangered" by the Australian government,
and more species will follow.
The Australian government are using count and banding data to lobby governments to better protect these
birds and their habitats in Asia. However, we also have a role to play locally to ensure shorebirds have safe
havens here to feed, rest and prepare for their epic northwards migration. So please play a role in helping
to support our protected areas, and if you are a regular beach goer, as many of us are, when you next see
these remarkable shorebirds, please just give them a little bit of distance, to prevent disturbing them.
Jon Coleman, Queensland Wader Study Group
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Sisal Stripped to Bare Minimum
Originally from Mexico, Sisal Hemp plants grow up to two metres tall and closely resemble the native
Crinium lily. As the plant matures, it produces a tall flowering spike on which smaller plants develop.
Mature plants are often surrounded by younger plants that have fallen off the flowering spike. These
younger plants are easily spread through site disturbance, which can roll or wash them down slopes, where
they establish new colonies.
Queensland Parks and Wildlife rangers have worked to remove large patches of Sisal Hemp from land
surrounding Bogimbah, Urang and Wanggoolba creeks since 2002. Contractors funded through the State
Government’s strategic pest management program have also assisted staff in controlling these Sisal Hemp
infestations by removing remaining plants before they reach maturity and surveying areas for potential
infestations.

QPWS staff at work removing immature sisal

Immature sisal 2015

In the first four years, the area affected by Sisal Hemp was reduced from an approximately 3,000 square
metre area, to just small sporadic re-emergences of plants. Sisal Hemp was initially introduced to Fraser
Island in the 1800s, in an effort to cover the site of the Bogimbah Mission; now, native grasses and shrubs
cover this important cultural site.
Help reduce the spread of introduced species by always disposing of garden waste at designated waste
transfer stations. Weeds know no boundaries and management is everyone’s responsibility.
Submitted by L. Behrendorff RIC NRM, Queensland Parks & Wildlife Service

Jarvis Street Photo-Monitoring
October 2005: FIDO has been weeding around Eurong on
and off for decades. These efforts were initially limited to
short weekend trips, which although helpful, were not
cost effective. In 2005, with the help of a 4WD troop
carrier and an offer of assistance from a team of bush
regenerators led by Stephanie and Julian Lymburner from
Ballina NSW, FIDO was able for the first time to engage in
a longer, more intensive weeding effort. These longer
trips were to be based on the weeding program used on
Lord Howe Island, with volunteers spending half the time
working and half the time exploring and enjoying the
environment. The volunteers contributed to their own
costs for food and accommodation. Over the next two

These two scenes (above and on the next page) are typical
of the roadside opposite the Jarvis Street houses, among
cypress, as it was in 2005.
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years, the Lymburners, with George Haddock and Su
Dawson, led three of these longer weeding trips. The
teams of volunteers began their work in three areas,
which would continue to absorb much of FIDO’s efforts
over the next decade—Jarvis Street, problem corner,
and the area at the back of Eurong Resort. These first
photos were taken in October 2005, two months prior
to the establishment of FINIA.
December 2005: An inspection of Jarvis Street was
conducted following the establishment of FINIA
because the dumping of garden waste in the form of
large trees was common in this area, and because the
Maryborough City Council had recently thinned the Cypress on the northern side of the road.

These three images are from the December 2005 inspection
(Below) Jarvis Street: Conferring on the problem of illegal
disposal of garden waste and ensuing problems

May 2006: Stephanie returned and continued
weeding in Eurong, with a heavy emphasis on Jarvis
Street.
(Right) The relatively clean understorey of the Jarvis Street
cypress grove

2011 to 2014: FIDO began a more systematic
approach to weeding around Eurong in August 2011,
and has since continued to send three teams annually
to work for a week at a time. During this time FIDO
has had to continually remove trailer loads of garden
waste from an illegal dump on the opposite side of
the road to the houses on Jarvis Street. This dump has
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become a seedbed for weeds, including the aggressive and difficult to control Madiera Vine. The following
photo shows the large Madiera Vine that was found at Jarvis Street: luckily the only known instance of this
vine on the island.
Eradicating this Madeira Vine was made difficult by the
continual dumping of garden waste over the sources of
the infestation. It also needed to be removed from the
upper branches of the surrounding cypress—a
challenge taken up by Michael Lowe. Thankfully, the
persistence of FIDO’s weeding program has paid off,
and this weed appears to have been eliminated before
it was too late.

Site of the only known Madiera Vine on K’Gari

August 2014: A formal photo-monitoring site, allowing
two sightings, was established at Jarvis Street, opposite
the taxi house, in August 2014. One sighting looks west,
targeting the garden waste dump site, which has been a
constant source of annoyance and a major weed
seedbed for over a decade. The second sighting looks
east, covering much of the Jarvis Street area that has

Formal photo monitoring

been a focus of FIDO’s decade-long weed management
program. This was the site of the efforts to eliminate the
Madeira Vine.

In May 2015, a great deal of effort was put in to yet again
clearing the illegal dump because of the problems it posed
to controlling weeds in Second Valley

Looking west towards the informal dump. There has been
no deposition of garden or seafood waste here since May
— a welcome sign!

As of 2015, it seems the collective efforts to control
weeds around Jarvis Street have been successful.
However, the site requires continued monitoring.
John Sinclair, AO
Looking east to where Madiera Vine once engulfed
everything. With the Madiera controlled, Painted Spurge
tried to take over
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Green Turtle Tracking at Sandy Cape
Taking advantage of turtle mating season,
Aub Strydom, Peter Koch and Don and Leslie
Bradley headed out to Sandy Cape over 8–15
October, laden with all the necessities for a
week-long turtle-satellite-tagging trip.
Mating season provides the rare opportunity
to find male turtles resting on the beach,
and the team were able to tag four male
Green turtles during their trip, along with
one female.
Each night, the team drove the beach from
Ngkala Rocks to Rooney Point, tagging every
turtle they saw. The aim was to glue satellite
trackers on male Green turtles, to gather
information on where the males live and
forage after the courting season.

Releasing the male turtle. Glue takes 3 hours to set. (Photo Peter Koch)

The female was tagged after the team beach hauled her from the shallows. She was found with courting
damage and attended by a male. This particular female was first identified and tagged as a juvenile in
Moreton Bay in May 1992, and was seen again in August 1994 and September 2012 around that same
region. It is thought this may be her first breeding season. Her tracking data so far suggests that she is
finished at Fraser Island and could be headed to her natal/nesting beach, the location of which may be
revealed thanks to this tagging.
As at 18 October, the males tagged remain close to the coast of Northern Fraser Island, likely continuing to
perform their courting dance. Their post–mating season data is eagerly awaited.
Submitted by Lesley Bradley
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Weeds of the Month — Please keep your eyes open for these!
Have you noticed plants in your gardens escaping and spreading into other parts of your garden or
neighbourhood? You can help stop this spread by removing these invasive plants wherever you see them
and planting better alternatives that benefit the garden’s diversity and reduce the possibility of weedy
plants invading.
Check the health of plants before bringing them into your garden or you may spread diseases like Myrtle
rust, which is now prevalent on the Fraser Coast. For further details about this rust, contact your local
nursery, Council or DPI&F.

Brazilian Cherry (Eugenia uniflora)
Flowering now!
Environmental weed
Origin: South America
Dispersal: Spread by birds, small mammals and water.
Location: Found in older style gardens along foreshore and
riverside areas. Often used as an ornamental garden plant.
Description: A medium shrub, with dense rounded habit. Grows
3-6m tall. Oval leaves, with pointed tips and red new growth.
Succulent ribbed orange/red fruits. Forms dense stands
outcompeting native plants.
Control: Control with registered herbicide like glyphosate. Cut
and paste stumps within 20 seconds.
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Glory lily (Gloriosa superba L.)
Environmental Weed Declared under Local Law No. 3 (2010) for Fraser Island ONLY.
Origin: Africa and Asia.
Dispersal: Spread in garden refuse and by birds.
Location: Found in bushland, coastal habitats and gardens.
Tolerates nutrient-poor soils.
Description: Perennial herb with climbing stems with
tendrils at the tips. The narrow shiny green leaves die off in
winter, reshooting from long-lived underground tubers.
Flowering occurs in October to May. The yellow, orange
and red flowers have turned back petals that expose the
stamens.
Control: Control by collecting and destroying seedpods, and digging out and bagging small patches ensuring
tubers are removed completely. Chemical control in December and then February using glyphosate and
water at 1:50(20mL/L) + Metsulfuron methyl at 1.5g/10L water (with surfactant).
Before using any herbicide, always read the label carefully and apply strictly in accordance with direction on
the label.

Dates for the Diary
What:
Where:
When:
For:

Cost:
More info:
What:
Where:
When:
For:

Cost:
More info:
What:
For:

More info:

FINIA Tenth Anniversary Celebration
Fraser Island
24-26 November 2015
Expressions of interest for this event are now open. Participants have the option of
participating for a single day’s workshop and planting event or an extended 2+ day trip with
site visits.
Various – depending on accommodation and catering options.
Sue Sargent – sue.sargent@bmrg.org.au or phone (07) 4181 2999 ext. 204.
CVA Naturewise Conservation Holiday – Fraser Island Conservation
Departing and returning to Maroochydore
14-18 March and 9-13 May 2016
4 night’s accommodation on Fraser Island, return transfers from Maroochydore, all meals.
Maximum 7 passengers, Conservation Volunteers guide, conservation activities, scheduled
sightseeing activities on Fraser Island
$720 (camping)
www.naturewise.com.au, bookings@naturewise.com.au or phone 1800 032 501
Fraser Island ECO Excursions for Schools
ECOllaboration is also taking school bookings for ECO Excursions to Fraser Island. These
excursions link to the Australian Curriculum for subjects in Science, Geography, Maths,
History, Civics, Business, Arts, Health and Technology and also meets the cross curriculum
priority of sustainability in the curriculum.
For a personalised and fully costed experience contact jacqui@ECOllaboration.org.au or call
(07) 5313 4059.
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What:
Where:
When:

For:

Cost:
More info:

FIDO Weed Working Bees
Fraser Island
8-14 November (Weeding Operations, Happy Valley)
15-21 February (Bush Regeneration and Monitoring at Eurong)
6-12 March (Weeding Operations Happy Valley)
8-14 May (Weeding Operations Happy Valley)
We aim for a minimum of 20 hours of volunteer work during the week. While any
enthusiastic volunteers will be welcome, those who are able to carry and pump backpack
sprays for weed control are particularly supported.
FREE (although a donation towards costs is appreciated)
John Sinclair - john@sinclair.org.au or phone 0418 650 535

Funding Opportunities
What:
For:

When:
Phone:
Email:
Website:
What:
For:
When:
Email:
Phone:
Website:

What:
For:

When:
Phone:
Email:
Website:

What:
For:

Norman Wettenhall Foundation – Small Environmental Grant Scheme
Projects that enhance or maintain the vitality and diversity of the Australian natural living
environment. Objectives of the Small Environmental Grants Scheme (up to $10K) are to
support Australian biodiversity projects that are concerned with one or more of the
following: monitoring/recording data, community education, community capacity building
(training) and research/science. NWF has funded projects ranging from supporting local
communities to maintain or restore habitat; to the production of education kits; and the
publication and dissemination of research information.
Expressions of interest opened 5 October (Trustee meeting 15 November 2015) - get in
quick!
(03) 5472 1316 - Elizabeth (Beth) Mellick, Executive Officer
beth@nwf.org.au
http://www.nwf.org.au/
Gambling Community Benefit Fund
One-off grants of up to $35,000 (inc. GST) for not-for-profit organisations to help provide
community services or activities that benefit the Queensland community.
Closing date for next for next round 30 November 2015
cbf@treasury.qld.gov.au
(07) 3247 4284
http://www.justice.qld.gov.au/corporate/sponsorships-and-grants/grants/communitybenefit-funding-programs
Australian Geographic Society Sponsorship
Founded by Dick Smith, Each quarter up to $15,000 is made available for Australian
Geographic Society Project Grants. Funding provided by the Society for Project Sponsorship
target all four Project Categories: Science, Community, Adventure and Environment. The
society also offers seed grants between $500 and $3000.
Round closes 30 November 2015
(02) 9263 9825
society@ausgeo.com.au
http://www.australiangeographic.com.au/society/sponsorship/2013/11/apply-forsponsorship
Ian Potter Foundation
Focus on support for urban and regional communities to live sustainably, and on preserving
biodiversity, in the face of challenges such as land degradation, limited water resources and
climate change. Landscape-scale programs that work to protect areas of high conservation
value are also a priority. In addition, the Foundation supports smaller projects that
encourage the role played by volunteers and environmental organisations in increasing
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When:
Phone:
Email:
Website:
What:
For:

When:
Phone:
Email:
Website:
What:
For:

When:
Phone:
Website:

public understanding and awareness of key issues. Two types of Environment & Conservation
grants, small grants up to $20,000 and larger grants of $100,000 or more.
Round 1, 2016 expressions of interest open 9 November 2015 (and close 11 December, 2015)
with grants announced May 2016
(03) 9650 3188
admin@ianpotter.org.au
http://www.ianpotter.org.au/home
The Mullum Trust
Supports projects which have significant, ongoing or catalytic environmental outcomes.
Grants are available from $100 to $10,000. Projects with specific localised environmental
outcomes are preferred, although projects which are locally based but have far reaching
impacts are also encouraged.
Ongoing
Mr Ryan Neoh on (03) 9671 6658
rneoh@deloitte.com.au
http://thetrusteeforthemullumtrust.myob.net/
Cheaperthanhotels Fundraising and Sponsorship Program
Cheaperthanhotels offer a wide range of opportunities for sponsorship and fundraising
support for community groups, non-profit organisations, schools, universities and sports
clubs. Each organisation will be assessed on a case by case basis and you could gain anything
from $250 up to $25,000 a year in funding.
Ongoing
(02) 8263 5111
http://www.cheaperthanhotels.com/sponsorship/

For those of you that like Facebook – you may want to keep an eye on Australian Grants and Awards page
who keep a watchful eye on additional funding opportunities as they become available:
https://www.facebook.com/ausgrants
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